FedRAMP® and StateRAMP® Authorized Cloud Video Interop for Microsoft Teams. Industry-leading SIP/H323 to Teams interoperability employing IL2 security.

Authorized for use in U.S. Federal, State, and Local Government

Bridge the gap between Microsoft Teams and existing SIP/H323 video conferencing solutions and join any Teams meeting from any room or device. Pexip Connect for Government provides a Teams-like experience no matter what video conferencing system you use to join the meeting. It provides Teams-specific functionality such as a familiar Teams-like look and feel, on-screen notifications such as transcription, recording started, raised hands, and more—even on older video systems your agency has. Pexip Connect for Government ensures compliance and is the only Authorized Cloud Video Interop (CVI) solution for Government use.

FedRAMP® and StateRAMP® Authorized

Pexip Connect for Government is a Cloud Service Offering (CSO) Authorized by the General Services Administration (GSA).

Cloud Video Interop for Microsoft Teams

Pexip Connect for Government is the only Authorized CSO providing interoperability between Microsoft Teams and standards-based SIP/H323 video conferencing devices.

Enable Zero Trust and SASE

Pexip enables secure integration with enterprise 3rd party applications and global policy frameworks such as Zero-trust Architecture and Secure Access Service Edge (SASE).

Secure and authorized Cloud Video Interop for Government

Any video system

Secure, Interoperable, FedRAMP®

Any Teams meeting
Product Specifications

Pexip Connect for Government is the industry’s most comprehensive cross-platform interoperability solution. It provides a seamless integration between Microsoft Teams and existing video conferencing systems of virtually any make. At the same time, it is a modern Government cloud-based video conferencing platform that breathes new life into existing systems with up-to-date features and capabilities, all while keeping security, manageability, and cost efficiency at the highest level.

Key features

- Teams-like experiences on standard video conferencing systems when connecting to Microsoft Teams meetings
- One-Touch Join for any Cisco or Poly video conferencing system
- Standard and reverse interop capabilities (SIP Guest Join)
- Receive and share content using standard in-room capabilities, for instance HDMI
- Azure AD avatars for audio-only participants
- Trusted Microsoft partner since 2017

Key specifications

- FedRAMP® and StateRAMP® Authorized Cloud Video Interop (CVI) for Microsoft Teams
- Teams features support: Raise hand, active speaker indicator, Recording/Transcription notifications, IVR notifications, and more
- Trusted devices and secure lobby bypass
- DISA Approved Products List (APL)
- Real-time and historical monitoring and analytics
- Custom calling domain and branding capabilities
- Single and dual screen SIP/H323 video
- Bi-directional dual stream 1080p content sharing

Independently verified

Pexip solutions are independently verified by third-party bodies, highlighting our commitment to security, reliability, and compliance with industry standards.

About Pexip

Pexip, a global leader in video conferencing technology, empowers seamless communication across organizations regardless of technology platforms and security requirements. Pexip offers customizable and flexible solutions that integrate with existing technologies, enabling collaboration and productivity. Pexip is ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified.

By adhering to stringent regulatory, compliance, and cybersecurity standards, Pexip meets the specific privacy and operational demands of government bodies. Pexip is a top-tier Microsoft ISV partner and works closely with the company both for engineering, and commercially. In 2022, Pexip was awarded the SaaS Partner of Year award from Microsoft Norway.

Read more about Pexip for Government at pexip.com/industry/government